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COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS.
Impact.
a load of 1,000 pounds for spans of 200 feet and over; proportionally for intermediate spans. (See table I.)
25: To compensate for the effect of impact and vibration, 25 per cent, of the maximum strains resulting from the above mentioned live load shall be added thereto.
wind Pressure.       26.   The wind pressure shall be assumed acting in either direction horizontally:
First. At 30 pounds per square foot on the exposed surface of all trusses and the floor as seen in elevation, in addition to a horizontal live load of 150 pounds per lineal foot of the span moving across the bridge.
Second. At 50 pounds per square foot on the exposed surface of all trusses and the floor system. The greatest result shall be assumed in proportioning the parts.
27.    For   longitudinal   bracing   of   structures carrying street railroads, the momentum produced by suddenly stopping the train shall be considered; the coefficient of friction of wheels sliding upon the rails being assumed as 0.2.
28.    When the structure carrying a street railroad is on a curve, the additional effects due to the centrifugal force shall be considered.
Momentum of Street Cars.
Centrifugal Force.
Least Thickness of Materials.
Permissible
Tensile
Strains.
Net Sections.
PROPORTION OF PARTS.
29.    No material shall be used less than J of an inch thick, except for lining or filling vacant places.
30.    All parts of the structure shall be so proportioned' that the sum of the maximum loads, together with the impact, shall not cause the tensile strain to exceed:
On soft steel 15,000 pounds per square inch. ;       On medium steel i7,ooo pounds per square inch.
31.    The same limiting unit strains shall also be used for members strained by wind pressure, centrifugal force, or momentum of train, if any.
32.    Net sections must be used in all cases in calculating tension members, and, in deducting river-holes, they must be taken % of an inch larger than the size of the rivets.
33.    Pin   connected   riveted   tension   members shall have a net section through the pin hole 25 per

